Abstract-Singular controls are usually idealizations of controls that are large and occur over a small but non-zero amount of time, or else are limits of a sequence of small impulses occurring close together. When these control terms are multiplied by a function of the state, it is what we call "statedependence." Because of this state-dependence, there usually are problems in using standard weak convergence arguments to validate the limits and show that the costs for the limit well approximate that for the physical model. Such sequences of controls and solutions are not usually tight in the Skorokhod topology, the usual one in weak-covergence work. Owing to the state-dependence, in the limit we can get what we call "multiple simultaneous impulses" (MSIs), each of which is characterized as the limit of a sequence of state-dependent control actions over a time interval that collapses to zero, and great care is needed to characterize the limit controls and process paths, and to show that there is an optimal control. For many applications, such as the convergence of numerical approximations to the limit model, one needs to be able to characterize and approximate optimal controls by discrete-valued classical singular controls, a problem made more difficult when there are MSIs. This paper deals with such problems, when the driving noise is either a Wiener or a wide-band-width noise process. The treatment of the first case uses an adaptation of the versatile time-stretching method, while the treatment of the wide-band-width noise case uses that together with the powerful perturbed test function method.
Abstract-Singular controls are usually idealizations of controls that are large and occur over a small but non-zero amount of time, or else are limits of a sequence of small impulses occurring close together. When these control terms are multiplied by a function of the state, it is what we call "statedependence." Because of this state-dependence, there usually are problems in using standard weak convergence arguments to validate the limits and show that the costs for the limit well approximate that for the physical model. Such sequences of controls and solutions are not usually tight in the Skorokhod topology, the usual one in weak-covergence work. Owing to the state-dependence, in the limit we can get what we call "multiple simultaneous impulses" (MSIs) , each of which is characterized as the limit of a sequence of state-dependent control actions over a time interval that collapses to zero, and great care is needed to characterize the limit controls and process paths, and to show that there is an optimal control. For many applications, such as the convergence of numerical approximations to the limit model, one needs to be able to characterize and approximate optimal controls by discrete-valued classical singular controls, a problem made more difficult when there are MSIs. This paper deals with such problems, when the driving noise is either a Wiener or a wide-band-width noise process. The treatment of the first case uses an adaptation of the versatile time-stretching method, while the treatment of the wide-band-width noise case uses that together with the powerful perturbed test function method.
I. INTRODUCTION.
We start by illustrating one of the issues of concern. Let IR r denote Euclidean−r space. For a complete and separable metric space S with metric ρ(·), let D(S; [a, b)) denote the S-valued functions on [a, b) that are right-continuous and with left-hand limits, and with the Skorokhod topology, the usual one used in weak convergence work [1] .
A classical model of singular control has the form
b(x(s), u(s))ds
g(x(s−))dH(s)) + t 0 c(x(s)))dw(s).
(1.1) where u(·) is an ordinary control and the components of H(·), the singular control, are non-decreasing and rightcontinuous, and w(·) is a standard vector-valued Wiener process. Due to the right-contimuity of H(·), we define dH(t) = H(t) − H(t − dt). Since there might be an impulse Partially supported by NSF DMS-0804822, ARO contract FA9550-09-1-0378, AFOSR contract W911NF-09-1-0155. AMS subject classification numbers: 60F17, 65K10, 93C10, 93E20, 93E25.
at t = 0, it is convenient to define the controls and paths on [−δ 0 , ∞) for any δ 0 > 0. Define x(t) = x(0−) and H(t) = 0 for t < 0. We call the control state-dependent because of its multiplication by g(·), the "state-dependence." Since the main issues concern singular controls, and u(·) plays no role in their treatment, it will be dropped henceforth.
To illustrate one concern, consider the sequence x (·):
, nondecreasing, with H 0 (t) = 0 for t < 1, and H 0 (t) = H 0 (2) for t ≥ 2. Set H (t) = 0 for t < 1, and let
2), all of the control action takes place in the time interval [1, 1 + ] . Neither {H (·)} nor {x (·)} are tight, so one cannot use the usual weak convergence arguments without some modification. But we expect that there is a sense in which x (·) converges to the process x(·) defined by dx(t) = b(x(t))dt + c(x(t))dw(t), for t < 1 and t > 1, with the jump at t = 1 defined by x(1) = x * (2), where
The integral accounts for the limit of the effects of the sequence of singular controls. The limit of the effects of the control in [1, 1+ ] is represented by (1.3). The process H (·) is "stretched-out" in the interval where the control acts, and H 0 (·) is the limit of that stretched-out process.
It is important to keep in mind that H 0 (·) can have arbitrarily many intertwined continuous and impulsive parts. It is what we call a multiple simultaneous impulse (MSI). Owing to the state-dependence g(·), the control increments cannot be simply added in the limit, as would be the case if g(·) were constant. The resulting behavior at the instant t = 1 can be quite complicated. More generally, H (·) can be an arbitrary sequence which is only loosely approximated by a singular control and there could be an arbitrary number of MSIs. The problems of convergence and approximations are more subtle than for the case where g(·) is constant.
The local representation (1.3) uses a "stretched-out" time scale to describe the behavior at the time t = 1. The use of a stretched-out time scale for the analysis of limits for singular control-type problems was developed in [5] , [7] , [9] , where it greatly facilitated the proof of tightness and the characterization of the limits, but there was no statedependence of the control in our sense. Our approach will exploit the "time stretching" methodology. Some results for a state-dependent control model are in the conference paper [6] , for a discrete-time one-dimensional model where the control was the investment in advertising for the market share of a product. The effect of any new investment depended on the current market share, which was the state-dependence. We build on these earlier works.
We will also deal with the wide-band noise driven system.
(1.4) concentrating on one of the standard models ξ (t) = ξ(t/ 2 ) for a process ξ(·). The reference [8] dealt with limits for approximate singular control problems without statedependence but with wide-band-width noise. The so-called "pseudopath" topology was used, but the time-scale stretching approach is more direct and simpler. Section 2 describes the approach for the model (1.2). The issues of convergence, characterization of the limit, approximations of controls, the existence of an optimal control for the limit model, and the use of approximations to it as nearly optimal controls for the prelimit model, are dealt with in Section 3. Section 4 deals with the wide-bandwidth noise model (1.4), which presents additional difficulties in characterizing the limit diffusion and the so-called "correction terms." The development is the first exploitation of the combination of two powerful techniques, that of timestretching and the perturbed test function method. For more detail on Sections 1-3, see [4] II. MODELING IN A STRETCHED-OUT TIME SCALE Weak convergence. The symbol ⇒ denotes weak convergence. The following criterion for tightness will be used. S is usually a Euclidean space.
Theorem 2.1. [1, Chapter 3, Theorem 8.6] Let X n (·) be processes with paths in D(S; [0, ∞)). For each δ > 0 and rational t < ∞, let there be a compact set S δ,t ⊂ S such that sup n P (X n (t) ∈ S δ,t ) ≤ δ. Let F n (t) denote the sigma algebra that measures {X n (s), s ≤ t}. Suppose that for each
Comment. For the singular control problem in the stretchedout time scale (as will be seen) owing to the nature of the stretched-out scale a jump in the control at a time t precludes any change in an interval after the jump of the order of the jump, as well as a "non small" change in an interval before the jump. The criterion (2.1) is well suited to such stretchedout processes since it takes into account the change in the path in an interval of width δ on both sides of t, requiring that the change of X n (·) on at least one of the sides is small for small δ, uniformly in n, t.
The stretched-out processes. One could start the modeling with H (·) containing MSI's. However, to avoid needlessly complicating the development and since the actual physical model is likely to be only approximated by one with MSI's, we will suppose that, for each , H (·) is a classical singular control. Thus, its components are nonnegative and nondecreasing. As → 0 we allow the possibility that there is convergence to a model with MSI's. We always suppose that sup E|H (t)| < ∞ for each t. Owing to problems with tightness and in the characterization of the limit of a sequence of such processes it is best to work with a stretchedout time and control process, which we now define.
Define T (t) = t + |H (t)| and its "inverse"T (t) = inf{s : T (s) > t}. Since |H (t)| < ∞ w.p.1 for each t, T (t) < ∞ w.p.1 for each t. HenceT (t) → ∞ as t → ∞ and T (t) = inf{s :T (s) > t}. The processT (·) is our stretched-out time scale. Define the stretched-out control and Wiener processesĤ (t) = H (T (t)),ŵ (t)) = w(T (t)). The use of "hat" as. always denotes the stretched-out time scale.
The definition ofT (·) implies thatĤ (·) has the following structure as a function of t. It is composed of jumps that correspond to impulses of H(·), with each jump being followed by a flat section (i.e., an interval whereĤ (·) is constant). In addition, there are intervals whereĤ (·) is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant ≤ 1. The length of a flat section is the absolute value of the impulse preceeding it. By the definition, if [t 0 , t 1 ] is a flat section of T (·) in thatT (·) increases before t 0 and after t 1 but not on [t 0 , t 1 ], then the section corresponds to an impulse in the original model (1.2) atT (t 0 ) of absolute value t 1 − t 0 .
Let FT (t) denote the minimal σ-algebra determined by {Ĥ (s),T (s),ŵ (s), s ≤ t}.ŵ (·) is an FT (t) -martingale with quadratic variation process IT (·), where I is the identity matrix. Starting with the triple (Ĥ (·),T (·),ŵ (·)), the model in the stretched-out time scale iŝ
This is a Itô equation driven by the martingaleŵ (·) and
(2.4)
If there are no MSIs, then
In general, bothĤ(·) andT (·) are necessary to define the evolution of the control action, and it is always assumed that they are nonanticipative with respect toŵ(·), and analogously for the processes in (2.3).
Comment on tightness. The tightness criterion in Theorem 2.1 requires that the sizes of any impulses in a δ-neighborhood of t = 0 go to zero as δ → 0. It often happens that there is either an impulse at t = 0 or a sequence of controls that converges to an impulse at t = 0, in which cases there would be a problem with proving tightness via Theorem 2.1. This difficulty can be avoided by defining the processes on a slightly larger interval [−δ 0 , ∞) for any small δ 0 > 0, and, for t < 0, defining
Example of the time-stretching. Let H (·) be real-valued with H (t) = 0, t < t 1 , and that starting at time t 1 it increases continuously until t 2 , with total change being ∆ 1 . At time t 2 there is an impulse of value ∆ 2 , and it does not change after t 2 . An example of this is illustrated in Figure 1 . The corresponding processes T (·),T (·),Ĥ (·) are illustrated in Figures 2-4 . Now let δ 1 = t 2 − t 1 → 0, with t 1 , ∆ 1 , and ∆ 2 fixed, and consider the corresponding limit processesĤ(·),T (·),x(·). The processT (·) is flat on [t 1 , t 1 +∆ 1 +∆ 2 ], the first segment [t 1 , t 1 + ∆ 1 ] corresponding to the limit ofĤ (·) as defined on the intervals [t 1 , t 2 + ∆ 1 ], and the second segment
2 )∆ 2 . We see that H (·) converges to an MSI at t = t 1 , where all of the control action takes place in the limit. In the limit there are two control segments, occurring "simultaneously," one "immediately" following the other. The first yields x * 2 , and the second the final value
This is a simple example of the general case, where there might be an arbitrary number of such segments, alternating between continuous and impulsive parts ofĤ(·) on a flat section ofT (·). The flat sections ofT (·) correspond to either pure impulses or to the more complicated MSIs. Keep in mind thatT (·) does not increase during an MSI. 1 A flat section ofT (·) can be divided into subintervals corresponding to the sequence of impulses and continuous components in the order in which they occur in the MSI. The length of a subinterval corresponding to an impulse is the absolute magnitude of the impulse, and on that subintervalĤ(·) changes only at the beginning, by the value of the impulse. The length of a subinterval associated with a continuous component ofĤ(·) is the absolute value of that component.
Figure 2.
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III. EXISTENCE AND APPROXIMATIONS FOR (2.3)
Assumptions. The following are used throughout.
, k(·) are continuous and bounded.
A3.2. (2.4) has a weak-sense unique weak-sense solution for each (Ĥ(·),T (·),ŵ(·)).
For β > 0, x(0−) = x, and c 0 > 0 (i.e., all the components of the vector c 0 are positive), let the cost function be
In terms of the stretched-out time scale this equals
If t is the time of an MSI, then in (3.1a) dH(t) is the sum of all the components of the MSI acting at t. Let V (x) denote the infimum of the costs over the admissible controls. Adding a boundary and stopping cost can be done. Also, one can work with a reflecting boundary with conditions on the boundary such as used in [5] . But the main details concerning singular control issues would not change much. The following is the main approximation and convergence theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let (Ĥ (·),T (·)) be nonanticipative with respect to w (·), and let sup E|H (t)| < ∞ for each t, and x (0−) = x , withx (·) being the associated solution to
solving (2.4). The processes (x(·),Ĥ(·),T (·)) are nonanticipative with respect toŵ(·) and the flat sections ofT (·) correspond to either impulses or MSIs ofĤ(·). If {|H (t)|} is uniformly integrable for each t, and the sup of the tails of the cost components due to the control go to zero, then the costs converge to that for the limit. Also,T (t) → ∞ as t → ∞. Hence T (·) = inf{s :T (s) > t} is well-defined. The w(·) =ŵ(T (·)) is a standard vector-valued Wiener process and x(·) =x(T (·)). There is an optimal control for (2.4).
Proof. The processT (·) is nondecreasing and continuous, with a Lipschitz constant less than or equal to unity, and w (·) is a stretched-out standard Wiener process. Hence (x (·),Ĥ (·),T (·),ŵ (·), w (·)) is tight. Fix a weakly convergent subsequence, also indexed by , with limit (x(·),Ĥ(·),T (·),ŵ(·), w(·)).
Nonanticipativity of the limit is shown by the following common method. Let h(·) be a real-valued, bounded and continuous function, with ∆ > 0, t i ≤ t, i ≤ q, and f (·) a bounded twice continuously differentiable function with bounded derivatives up to second order. We have
due to the fact thatŵ (·) is a continuous martingale with quadratic variation process I t 0T
(s)ds. The expression (3.2) holds in the limit, where the superscript is dropped. Since the h(·), f (·), t, ∆, t i , q, are arbitrary, it follows that the limitŵ(·) is a continuous martingale (with quadratic variation IT (·)) with respect to the filtration generated by (x(·),Ĥ(·),T (·),ŵ(·)). Thus (x(·),Ĥ(·),T (·)) is nonanticipative with respect toŵ(·). The nonanticipativity and weak convergence imply that (2.4) holds. Since (2.4) has a unique weak-sense solution, the result does not depend on the chosen subsequence.
The fact that lim t→∞T (t) = ∞ follows from the fact that sup E|H (t)| < ∞ for each t < ∞. It follows that T (t) = inf{s :T (s) > t} is well-defined. Sinceŵ (·) = w (T (·)) andT (·) is nondecreasing with Lipschitz constant less than or equal to unity,ŵ(·) = w(T (·)), so thatŵ(·) is a stretched-out standard Wiener process. It also holds that w(·) =ŵ(T (·)). The convergence of the costs follows from the uniform integrability and the convergence of the tail of the costs to zero uniformly in .
To prove the existence of an optimal control, take a minimizing sequence of controls {Ĥ (·)}. It must satisfy sup E|Ĥ (t)| < ∞ for each t and the tails of the cost function must go to zero uniformly in , or there would be a contradiction to the sequence being minimizing. If the uniform integrability condition does not hold, then use Fatou's Lemma to show that the cost for the limit is no greater than the liminf of the costs for the minimizing sequence. The details are omitted.
The use of models with arbitrary MSI's, as given in the stretched-out form (2.4), have not enlarged the range of the paths and costs associated with classical singular controls in the sense that any such model can be arbitrarily well approximated by one with a classical impulsive control. This is the subject of the next theorem. Theorem 3.3 is a consequence of Theorem 3.2, and is needed for the convergence for the wide-band-noise case in the next section. The proof of the convergence of the value functions computed by the Markov chain numerical approximation method to the optimal value function also requires the existence of a finite-valued nearly optimal classical singular control for (2.4). See [4] for a treatment of the numerical problem. Theorem 3.2. Let (Ĥ(·),T (·)) be nonanticipative with respect toŵ(·). Suppose that the tails of the component of the cost that is due to the control goes to zero, and that E|H(t)| < ∞ for each t. Let x = x(0−), withx(·) being the solution to (2.4). Thenx(·) and the cost can be approximated by the use of purely impulsive controls whose components take values that are integral multiples (less than some k 0 < ∞ ) of some small ρ > 0 and occur at integral multiples of some small δ > 0 and do not increase after some time S κ .
Proof. Let κ > 0. Since the tails of the cost components due to the controls goes to zero, there is an S κ < ∞ such that we lose at most κ in the cost by stopping the control for bothx(·) and x(·) at S κ . Call this control H(·), withĤ(·) the stretched-out form. Since E|H(S κ )| < ∞, by losing at most another κ in the cost, we can suppose that H(t) and, hence,Ĥ(·), is uniformly bounded by some large constant. We need only approximate H(·), while maintaining nonanticipativity. Given > 0, ρ > 0, define the impulsive control H ,ρ (·), where H ,ρ (− ) = 0 and with impulses at times l , l = 0, 1, . . . , with that at l + being the discretization of H(l + ) − H(l ) to the nearest integral multiple of ρ.
Since we have assumed only weak-sense existence and uniqueness, the probability space on which the various approximations are defined can vary with the approximation. There is a probability space with processes (H Henceforth, to avoid the notation associated with the change of probability space, we will suppose that all processes are defined on the same probability space and with the same Wiener process w(·). The modifications for the general case can be done as above.
Part 2. Now turning to the case where there are MSI segments, computing the approximations is more complicated. In the plots ofT (·) andĤ(·), [0, S κ ] can be divided into alternating subintervals which correspond to MSIs and nonMSIs. The subintervals are the same forĤ(·) andT (·), and T (·) increases linearly with slope unity after time S κ .
In the stretched-out form, there could be many MSI intervals, and each might be divided into an arbitrary number of subintervals alternating between impulsive and continuous controls. Potentially there could be even infinitely many MSI or non MSI intervals that are vanishingly small. Let K n denote the sum of the lengths of all of these subintervals of length ≤ 1/n. K n → 0 w.p.1 as n → ∞. Let n be large. Set the controls on these small intervals to zero, then delete the intervals, move the remaining intervals to the right by K n , and set the control to zero on [0, K n ]. Define the new stretched-out set as (Ĥ n (·),T n (·),ŵ n (·)). Since there is no control on [0, K n ],T n (·) increases linearly with slope unity there. Although we are assuming that the same w(·) is used for all n,ŵ n (·) = w(T n (·)) still depends on n, sinceT n (·) does.
(Ĥ n (·),T n (·)) is nonanticipative with respect toŵ n (·). By Theorem 3.1 the corresponding pathsx n (·) and costs converge to those under (Ĥ(·),T (·),ŵ(·)). We have just shown that for the purpose of getting an approximation to the control, we can suppose that the lengths of the subintervals for (Ĥ(·),T (·)) are bounded below. Thus there are only a finite number of them.
Fix a sequence n → 0, and let n be arbitrarily large. Consider an MSI subinterval. If it is an integral multiple of n , then redefine the MSI control to be purely impulsive on the subinterval, via samples that are computed analogously to what was done in the purely non-MSI case in Part 1: In particular, the full incrementĤ(l n + n ) −Ĥ(l n ) is to be applied at l n + n in the stretched-out time scale.
Otherwise, if the interval is not an integral multiple of n , then redefineĤ(·) andT (·) by minimally reducing the subinterval so that it is an integral multiple of n . Since we would be reducing the length of this MSI interval (by at most n ), there will be a slight reduction in the control effort H(·) over the interval, with the reduction being bounded by O( n ) in absolute value. Repeat this process for each of the finite number of MSI subintervals. Abusing notation, call the resulting sequence (x n (·),Ĥ n (·),T n (·),ŵ n (·)), wherê w n (·) = w(T n (·)). Admissibility is maintained since an approximation to a control increment on a time interval is never exercised earlier. This sequence converges weakly to
Note that theT (·)-process is changed only in that the segments associated to the MSI intervals might be slightly shortened. The next step is to approximate the just constructed impulses on the subintervals to be integral multiples of small ρ > 0. Say, for specificity, if u i is the value of a component of an impulse, replace it by ρ[u i /ρ], where [a/b] is the integral part of a/b. This might slightly reduce the size of the control increment. Redefine (T n (·),Ĥ n (·),ŵ n (·)) accordingly. Due to the way that the time scale depends on the magnitudes of the impulses, there might be a slight contraction in the time scale. We have convergence as ρ → 0.
The details for the approximations on the non MSI subintervals are slightly more involved. Start with the first subinterval (the most left-hand one) and increase it minimally so that it is an integral multiple of n , moving the part of the graph ofĤ(·) that is to the right of the considered subinterval to the right by the same amount, which is O( n ). The rest of the details are omitted due to lack of space and can be found in [4, Theorem 3.4] .
The next theorem is needed in the next section to show that a nearly optimal control for the wide-band-width noise case can be obtained from the limit diffusion model. Given Theorem 3.2, the proof differs from that of [5, Theorem 10.3 .1] essentially in some notational details. See also [5, Theorem 11.2.5] . See [7] for the details of a closely related case.
Theorem 3.3. The approximating control constructed in Theorem 3.2 can be represented in terms of a conditional probability law, as follows. Let K be a vector of integers with components ≤ k 0 . The approximating control is determined by the conditional probability law (which defines the functions q nK (·))) P dĤ(nδ) = Kρ x,Ĥ(iδ), i < n,ŵ(s), s ≤ nδ ≡ q nK Kρ; x,Ĥ(iδ), i < n,ŵ(pθ), pθ < nδ , (3.4) where dĤ(iδ) =Ĥ(iδ) −Ĥ(iδ − δ), and the q nK (·) are continuous with probability one in the (x,ŵ) variables, for each value of the other variables.
IV. WIDE-BAND-WIDTH NOISE
Occasionally, in applications, the physical model actually involves a singular control; I.e., a sudden jump in the state due to what is effectively an "unbounded" control action. More often it seems that the singular control is only an approximation that is useful for analysis or for getting an approximately optimal control. In this section we will suppose that, for each > 0 (but not necessarily in the limit), H (·) is the integral of an ordinary bounded control. This assumption is not needed, but it simplifies the notation and development with little loss of generality. What is important is that, in the limit as → 0, the effects might converge to those representable by a singular control or MSIs.
The model is (1.4), rewritten for convenience:
(4.1a) In the stretched-out time scale it iŝ
The perturbed test function method. Brief review. The most powerful approach to convergence analysis for wideband-width models is the perturbed test function method [3] . We start with a brief review of this method, which will be used to get the limits as the band-width of the noise goes to infinity and the controlsĤ (·) converge.
Let the filtration be {F t }, with E t the expectation conditioned on F t . Let the real-valued functions F δ (·), G(·), and F (·) be F t -adapted. Following [2] , [10] (see [3] for more detail) We say that G(·) = p−lim δ F δ (·) if, for each T < ∞, sup t≤T,δ E|F δ (t) − G(t)| < ∞ and lim δ→0 E|F δ (t) − G(t)| = 0 for each t. Suppose that
Then we say that F (·) is in D(Â), the domain of the operator A, and write G(·) =ÂF (·). It follows that
Let F t andÂ replace F t andÂ, resp, and let X (·) be a IR r -valued process that is F t -adapted. LetĈ 0 denote the class of real-valued continuous functions on IR r that go to zero as x → ∞. (4.2) Let C 2 be a dense set inĈ 0 that contains the square of each function in it. For each f (·) ∈ C 2 , let there be F t -adapted f (·) with f (·) ∈ D(Â ) and such that for each α > 0,
and {Â f (t), > 0, t ≤ T } is uniformly integrable for each f (·) ∈ C 2 , and T < ∞. Then {X (·)} is tight. 
A4.0. Conditions on the noise. ξ(·) is bounded and rightcontinuous. Let E ξ t denote the expectation given {ξ(s), s ≤ t} and E t the expectation conditioned on the data for (4.1a) to time t.
A4.0. There is sufficient mixing so that
where the convergence is uniform in the initial condition and as (t, T − t) → ∞. Also, there is matrix D such that 
For a standard Wiener process w(·), definex(·) by
+B(x(t))dT (t) + σ(x(t))dŵ(t).
(4.6)
For H(·) an ordinary singular control (no MSIs), then
+B(x(t))dt + σ(x(t))dw(t). Proof. The condition (4.2) is innocuous. One could always truncate the processes and then take limits as the truncation level goes to infinity. We start with the process x (·), average the noise and then stretch the time scale. Let f (·) be bounded, continuous and real-valued, with bounded and continuous derivatives up to second order. For arbitrary but large T 0 , define the test function perturbation
(4.9) By (4.4) and the change of variable s/ 2 → s we see that the term involving b(x (t)) contributes O( ) to the second line of (4.9), while the term involvingḢ (t) contributes O( )|Ḣ (t)|.
Define the perturbed test function f (t) = f (x (t)) + f 0 (t). The above evaluation yields
(4.10) Via the change of variable t →T (t), define the stretchedout perturbed test functionf (t) = f (x (t)) +f 0 (t). Using (4.4), the change of variable s/ 2 → s, and the above evaluation of the terms that do not contain products of the noise, as well as the boundedness of ξ(·), yields
This, the assumed tightness of {Ĥ (·)}, and Lemma 4.1 yields tightness of {x (·)}. in mean uniformly in t in any bounded set, as → 0 and T 0 → ∞. We need to approximate the last term on the right side of (4.10). The main difficulty is due to the x (·)−dependence of this term. Given δ, 0 , 1 > 0, the tightness of {x (·)}, and the properties ofT (·) as → 0, we have that the number of subintervals of the form [t + lδ, t + lδ + δ] of any interval [t, t + τ ] for which Define x l = x (t+lδ−δ). Then, using this approximation, the last term on the right side of (4.10) is approximated by goes to zero in mean as → 0, uniformly in (t, τ ) in any bounded set.
Using the above computations, modulo an error term that goes to zero as → 0, (4.10) in the stretched-out time scale is E T (t)f (t + τ ) −f (t) = E T (t) This, together with the fact that the test function perturbation goes to zero in the mean as → 0, uniformly in (t, τ ) in any bounded set, the uniqueness condition (A4.2), the tightness of {x (·)}, the weak convergence of {Ĥ (·)} and Lemma 4.2, yields thatx (·) ⇒x(·) satisfying (4.6). If {|H (t)|} is uniformly integrable for each t, and the sup of the tails of the cost components due to the control go to zero, then the costs converge to that for the limit. For each α, there is a singular control of the type given by Theorem 3.3, which is α-optimal for (4.1a) for small .
